
Premium Highway All-Season Performance 
for Light Trucks, Vans & Sport Utility Vehicles



Kontrol Technology is Hankook Tire’s technology philosophy which reflects how the tire should perfectly control the 
interaction between the driver, the car and the road while in motion. It is implemented to ensure Hankook Tire provides 
the greatest benefits and driving experiences to customers in terms of safety, driving comfort, handling, performance 
and environmental friendliness. Dynapro HT is an example of a tire embodies Kontrol Technology.

Light Truck/SUV

Premium Highway All-Season Performance for
Light Trucks, Vans & Sport Utility Vehicles

Outstanding Performance

Computer Generated Symmetric 
Pattern Resists Irregular Wear

The Dynapro HT provides customers with Longer 
Treadwear, Improved Snow Traction and Low 
Rolling Resistance

Better handling and noise performance by way of 
center rib block and multi kerf design.

* The Best Buy Seal is a registered 
trademark of Consumers Digest 
Communications, LLC, used under 
license.

High Stiffness center Block

Button and Semi Solid Ribs

4 Straight Groove Channels

Snow kerf

Multi-Depth Lateral Lugs

Steering Response improvement

Button elements sized for good snow and 
wet traction, interlocking geometry 
maintains rib stiffness for handling.

Ideally arranged channels provide sure-footed performance 
in both wet and dry conditions.

Allows for improved All-season 
performance.

Provide improved performance in wet and 
snow conditions throughout the entire 
tread life.

Results of Product Assessment

Wide tread enables improved wear 
and better gripWide tread enables 
improved wear and better grip

The footprint has been enlarged 
(increased 3.5% compared to similar 
products) to resist uneven wear while 
providing the best grip and accelera-
tion under all road conditions.

100% 103.5%

A Consumers Digest Best Buy

The Dynapro HT was awarded 
Consumers Digest’s Best Buy rating 
in the All-Season SUV / Truck Tires 
Midrange category. Criteria specific 
to the publication’s evaluation of tires 
are performance, features, expected 
tread life and warranty.
* The Best Buy Seal is a registered trademark of Consumers 
Digest Communications, LLC, used under license.
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